Own a complete Scott AM/FM stereo system right now! The new Scottie comes complete with a matched pair of Scott air-suspension speakers, and costs only $199.95 complete.

Incorporating the same electronic wizardry found in Scott's most expensive systems, the new Scottie is small enough to fit on a bedside table. And, for extra take-along convenience, the Scottie will even operate off a 12-Volt battery!

- All-silicon circuitry with Field Effect Transistors and Scott Integrated Circuits.
- New Full Complementary Output stages provide virtually undistorted sound at even the lowest listening levels.
- Exclusive Automatic Variable Bandwidth AM.
- Connections for record player and tape cartridge player.
- Automatic stereo switching.
- Operates from either 110-Volt house current or 12-Volt battery for car/boat use.

THE SCOTTIE
AM/FM STEREO SYSTEM
ONLY $199.95

Scott acoustic suspension speakers
Decorator panel matches speaker fabrics
Tape monitor control
Complete component controls

Optional automatic turntable, with magnetic cartridge, diamond stylus and dust cover ($59.95)
Handsome cabinet in choice of walnut or teak finish
Connections for tape cartridge player
Front panel stereo headphone jack
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